Editors' Summary
BROOKINGS
PANEL on Economic Activity held its sixty-third
conferencein Washington,D.C., on March27 and28, 1997. This issue

THE

of Brookings Papers on Economic Activity includes the papers and

discussions presentedat that conference. In light of the great increase
in U.S. immigrationand tradesince the 1960, the firstpaperestimates
the impacts of these two factors on the labor marketoutcomes of U.S.
natives. The second paperexamines the effects of systematicmonetary
policy on the economy, disentanglingthese effects from the effects of
other shocks, such as OPEC oil price increases. The third considers
public resistanceto the indexationof long-termcontracts,using survey
data from the United States and from Turkey-a countrywith high and
variable inflation. The fourth examines to what extent and by what
means families are able to smooth year-to-yearvariationin the earnings
of the household head. The fifth paper addresses recent criticisms of
the proceduresused by the Bureauof LaborStatistics in accountingfor
quality change in the ConsumerPrice Index. And the sixth assesses the
performanceand prospects of Brazil's stabilization and economic reform underthe Real Plan.
THE PAST two decades, the United States has experiencedhigh
ratesof immigrationand a rapidgrowthof importsfrom less developed
countries (LDCs). Over this same period, the earnings of less skilled
U.S. workershave declined markedlyrelative to the earningsof other
U.S. workers. In the firstpaperof this volume, George Borjas, Richard
Freeman,and LawrenceKatz analyze how these trendsin immigration
and trade have affected relative wages in the United States and, in
particular,the extent to which they have contributedto the large decline
in the relative wages of less skilled, low-paid U.S. workers. Such
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questionsunderlieongoing policy debatesin this countryandhave been
the subject of considerable economic research in recent years. The
authorssummarizethe main facts on trade, immigrationand relative
wages, evaluate recent research in this area, and present their
own model quantifying how immigration and trade impact the U.S.
economy.
The authorsfirstanalyzeimmigration,whichbeganto surgesoon after
1965 amendmentsto the immigrationlaws, reversinga long downward
trendin the proportionof the populationthatis foreign-born.The authors
calculate that between 1970 and 1996, the foreign-bornshare of the
population nearly doubled from a low of 4.8 percent to
9.3 percent. Its composition changed sharply too. Whereas in 1970,
68 percent of the foreign-born had come from Canada and Europe
(downfrom84 percentin 1960), by 1990 only 26 percenthadcome from
these regions. The destinationof immigrantswas concentrated.In 1990,
75 percentof them lived in the six main immigrant-receiving
states:California, New York, Texas, Florida, New Jersey, and Illinois. Over 33
percentlived in Californiaalone. This wave of immigrationrepresenteda
sizable shock to the laborsupplyin these regions.
The authors,along with most otherswho have studiedrelativewages,
mainlyuse educationalattainmentas a proxy for skills, and also provide
resultsusing place in the income distributionas a skill proxy. Although
not all immigrantsare poorly educated,the authorsshow thatthey have
been increasinglyconcentratedin the lower educationalcategories. By
1995 in California,with its large immigrantpopulation,90 percentof
workerswith fewerthannineyearsof schoolingand68 percentof workers
with fewer thantwelve yearsof schoolingwere immigrants.The authors
also documentthatimmigrantsarewidely employedin servicesandtrade,
as well as in manufacturing
andagriculture;
nativeworkersin mostsectors
have faced competitionfrom immigrants.
Borjas,Freeman,andKatzdemonstratewhy it is difficultto determine
the effects of immigrationon relative wages, reviewing several earlier
studiesalong the way. They firstpoint out the pitfallsof simply looking
at the relative performanceof high-immigrationstates like California.
Doing so would be valid only if, across areas, immigrantflows were
uncorrelatedwith economic conditions, and natives did not themselves
migratein responseto immigrationto an area.However,neithercondition
is met. To deal with this, the authorsfirstturnto regressionsthatcontrol
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for forces thatcould be expectedto changeregionalwage structuresover
time. But even with regressionsthatuse education-specificsupplyshocks
as the measureof immigrantpenetration,and that net out relativewage
changes that occur at the nationallevel, as well as the impact of state
economicactivityon all nativesresidingin a state, they still cannotidentify consistenteffects of immigrationon relativewages. They infer that
immigrationis not a majordeterminantof the regionalstructureof wages
for natives.
In light of this negative finding, the authorsconsiderwhethernative
internalmigrationdiffuses the effects of immigrationfrom particularregions to the countryas a whole. The experienceof California,the major
immigrant-receiving
state, providesa clue that this mechanismmay be
important.From 1950 to 1970, before the surge of immigration,the
fractionof U.S. nativeswho live in Californiarose rapidly.The fraction
barelychangedfrom 1970 to 1990, even thoughCalifornia'sshareof the
total populationkept growing. Over this period, its growthshifted from
in-migrationof natives to immigration.The authorssuggest the flow of
immigrantsto Californiadisplacedthe native net migrationthat would
have otherwiseoccurredand thus diffusedthe economiceffects of immigrationfromCaliforniato the rest of the country.
The authorssupportthis suggestionwith a cross-stateregressionthat
explainsthe changein a state'snativepopulationgrowthby the changein
the state's immigrationgrowth.This regressiongives a substantialnegative coefficienton the change in immigrationgrowth.The authorsgo on
to examinethe responseof nativeflowsby particularskill groups,allowing
for boththe initialskill distributionof each state'sworkforce andthe rate
at whichthis distributionwas changingbefore 1970. Theirresultsindicate
that immigrationdoes not alter the distributionof skill groupswithin a
state. The responseof native migrationroughlycounterbalancesthe immigrantshock by skill groups.
Having establishedthat the effects of immigrationon relativewages
mustbe examinedfor the economyas a whole, ratherthanacrossregions,
Borjas,Freeman,andKatzturnto an analysisof aggregatefactorproportions in which they estimatethe effects of tradeand immigrationsimultaneously,recognizingthatbothcan be analyzedas competingwith native
factorsof production.They postulatea generalconstantelasticityof substitutionaggregateproductionfunction,using skilled and unskilledlabor
as inputs.With this productiontechnology,the relativewages of the two
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types of labordependon the relativesuppliesof each, andthe size of the
effect dependson the elasticityof substitution.Immigrationandthe labor
embodied in trade thus affect relative wages by affecting the relative
supplyof each type of labor.To keep theiranalysistractable,the authors
use broadskill groupingsof workers-such as highschooldropoutsversus
others,or workersabove versusworkersbelow the twentiethpercentilein
the income distribution.They apply wage elasticitiesbased on previous
studiesto the laborsupplychangescomingfromimmigrationandtradeto
calculate the effects of these changes on relative wages for these skill
groups.
The authorsdiscuss some potentialcriticismsof this generalmodel.
The model assumesthatthe globaleconomyis not so integratedthatonly
world, ratherthannational,demandand supplyconditionsaffect relative
wages by skill class; they cite numerousstudiessupportingthis assumption. To deal with ambiguitiesin assigningnatives, immigrants,and foreign workerswho produceU.S. importsto comparableskill groups,they
use alternativeeducationalcategoriesand defineskill categoriesby position in the nativeearningsdistribution,as well as by education.They also
discuss circumstancesunderwhich the full effect of tradeon wages may
not be capturedby the laborcontentin the flow of tradedgoods, but argue
that their estimates are unlikely to greatly understatetrade effects by
ignoringthem.
The authorsprovidea rangeof resultsarisingfrom the many alternatives they consider.Forthe effects of immigration,theirmainfindingsare
robustacrossthese alternatives.The importanteffects areconcentratedon
high school dropouts,the least skilled group in the native population.
With their preferredrelative wage elasticity of - 0.322, the inflow of
immigrantssince 1979accountsfor 44 percentof thedeclinein the relative
earningsof nativedropoutsfrom 1980to 1995. Using the placeof workers
in the earningsdistributionratherthan educationalattainmentto define
skill groupsprovidessomewhatlower, thoughstill pronounced,estimates
of the effects of immigrationon low-wageworkers.This differencearises
mainly because with the earnings-basedclassification,the proportionof
natives who are in the groupremainsunchanged,whereaswith the educationalclassification,the shareof nativeswho aredropoutsdeclinesover
the same interval.Comparinghigherskill groups,such as high school and
college graduates,the effect of immigrationon relativelaborsuppliesis
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too small to have an importanteffect on relativewages underany of the
alternativeestimates.
Turningto trade, the authorsshow that, underplausibleassumptions
aboutproductiontechnologies,tradewith developednationshas hadlittle
effect on the skill distributionof laborsupplies.Theythereforeconcentrate
on the effects of tradewith less developedcountries,whichmay have had
substantialeffects on the relative supplies of low-skill workers.In this
analysis, they acknowledgethe difficultyof measuringthe relativelabor
contentof goods involvedin LDC trade:they can inferthe outputaffected
by trade at the level of three-digitindustries;but within each industry,
trademay supplantnot the averagefirm,but relativelyless efficientfirms
thatuse relativelyless skilledworkers.To deal with this possibility,they
provideestimatesusing threealternativeassumptions.In the low impact
assumption,LDC importsdisplace productionfrom firms that use the
contemporaryaverage skills and productivityof their industry.In the
middle assumption,which the authorsprefer, the importsdisplace productionfromfirmsthatuse the skills andproductivityof the averagefirm
in their industryas of ten or fifteen years ago. In the high assumption,
LDC importsdisplaceproductionthatuses the skills and productivityof
the industry'saveragefirmin 1970. In all cases, exportsare assumedto
expand productionusing averagecurrentskills and productivityfor the
industry.
To evaluatetradeeffects, the authorsfirstcalculatethe laborembodied
in LDC importsand exports, disaggregatingby industryand by country
of originor receiptandusing the threealternativeestimatesof laborinput
by industrydescribedabove. The estimatesare substantiallyaffectedby
the alternativeused. Using the high alternative-assumptionsthat the
authorsregardas extreme-growth in LDC tradeaccountsfor 27 percent
of the decline in the relativewages of high school dropouts.Undertheir
preferredmiddle alternative,the growthin tradewith LDCs since 1979
accountsfor only 8 percentof the decline in relativewages of dropouts.
The effect of tradeon wages is a little morethanhalf this largeunderthe
low alternative.
The authorsdraw several broadconclusionsfrom this study. Considering the entire U.S. work force, the effects of immigrationand trade
flows on relativeskill supplieshavenotbeen substantialenoughto account
for morethana smallpartof the overallwideningof the wage distribution,
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nor more than a modest part of the growing college-high school wage
differential.They havebeen moreimportantin contributingto the relative
wage decline of high school dropoutssince 1980. For this group, using
the authors'preferredalternativefor measuringtradeimpacts,immigration
and tradetogetheraccountfor roughlyhalf of the decline, with immigration by far the moreimportantof the two.
MA N Y O B S E RV ERS have come to believe that monetarypolicy is the
major, if not the dominant, source of economic fluctuations.Each of
the four majorrecessions since 1965 has been associated with a monetary tightening. Yet a considerablebody of recent researchattributes
relatively little of the overall variationin output to monetaryshocks.
This research,based on vector autoregressions(VARs), makes a sharp
distinction between monetarypolicy innovations and the endogenous
response of policy. In a typical specification, for example, policy is
creditedonly with the economy's responseto innovations-movements
in the federal funds rate that cannot be forecast by other economic
variables included in the system. Using this VAR methodology minimizes the chance that policy will be credited with causing movements
in output when, in fact, policy is responding to output or to other
variablesthat are causing the outputfluctuations.However, it also does
not credit policy with economic responses flowing from normalpolicy
reactionsto events. The standardVAR models are silent on the importance of endogenous responses of policy to the economy's behavior.
Nor do they providea basis for predictingthe consequenceof changing
the policy rules governing monetarybehavior. In the second paper of
this issue, Ben Bernanke, MarkGertler, and MarkWatson attemptto
assess the importanceof the endogenouscomponentof monetarypolicy
by restricting the way policy interacts with the economy, while not
restrictingothercoefficients in the model. The authorsfocus on the role
of oil prices in their analysis, both because oil prices have been subject
to large exogenous shocks andbecause such shocks compete with monetary policy in statistical explanationsof economic fluctuations.
The authorsbegin with a brief review of earlier work that assesses
the importanceof monetarypolicy and oil shocks, documentingthat
essentially all recessions of the past thirtyyears have been precededby
both oil price increases and a tightening of monetarypolicy. In order
to distinguishthe endogenous and exogenous movements in oil prices
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and monetarypolicy and to disentangle the effects of these two variables, the authors estimate a five-variable VAR on monthly data that
includes, in order, real GDP, the GDP deflator, an index of spot commodity prices, an indicatorof the state of the oil market, and the level
of the federal funds rate. Orderingthe macroeconomiceconomic variables ahead of oil prices and the federal funds rate correspondsto the
plausible assumptionthat the effects of the latter on the economy lag
by at least one month. The authorstry four alternativemeasuresof the
state of the oil marketand find that the simplest-the nominalprice of
crude oil-implies anomalousresponses of both outputand prices to a
shock. The other three measuresgive more sensible impulse response
functions, implying that outputfalls and prices rise following a shock.
In general, responses are modest in magnitudeand statistically insignificant. In the authors' view, the most sensible results come from a
measUreconstructed by James Hamilton, which ignores oil price increases thatdo not exceed the maximumvalue achievedin the preceding
twelve months. A 10 percentshock to this measureresults in a modest
0.45 percentcumulativeloss in GDP over four years. They note, however, that the economic and statistical significance of oil price shocks
is larger in the more elaboratemodels that they estimate subsequently.
Most observers believe that the reductionsin output that have followed oil price increasesare too large to be explainedby oil alone, and
that part of the output decline reflects the contractionaryresponse of
monetarypolicy. Indeed, in the basic VAR model an unexpected increase in the price of oil, using any of the measures,resultsin monetary
tightening;partof the subsequentreductionin outputis hence attributed
to the reaction of the monetary authority. The authors quantify this
response by means of a techniquepreviously used by ChristopherSims
and Tao Zha. This amounts to "shutting down" the response of the
federal funds rate as estimated by the VAR, so that the federal funds
rate follows the path that it would have taken in the absence of the
exogenous shock to oil. The authors here assume that the other coefficients of the model are invariant to this hypothesized change in
policy behavior, and note that this assumptionis subject to the Lucas
critique. Although they are sympatheticto Sims's view that this may
not be a majorproblemfor deviations from historicalbehaviorthat are
neithertoo large nor too protracted,they suggest that the relevance of
the critiqueis much strongerfor financialmarketsthanfor othersectors
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of the economy. This leads them to proposea modificationof the SimsZha procedure that assumes that financial markets quickly reflect
changes in the policy rule, forming rational expectations of interest
rates in the changed environment. They assume that equations other
than those relating to interestrates are invariantto the change in rule.
To implement these ideas, Bernanke, Gertler, and Watson let the
federal funds rate affect macroeconomicvariables such as output and
prices only indirectly,throughits effect on short-andlong-terminterest
rates. Because they rule out other possible channels of influence for
monetarypolicy, such as the exchange rate and the "credit channel,"
they regardtheirresultsas a lower boundon the importanceof monetary
policy. They also follow the common practice of assuming that the
other macroeconomic variables in their system are causally prior to
market rates-that is, interest rates cannot affect output and prices
within the month. For most of their analysis they also treatthe federal
funds rate as causally prior to market rates, in effect assuming no
response of policymakers to movements in market rates within the
month, on the groundsthat marketrates contain no informationabout
the economy that is not already present in the other macroeconomic
variables.
In orderto incorporatethe expectationstheory in the rate equations,
as is requiredin their method, the authorsdecompose short and long
rates into two parts:expectationsof futurevalues of the funds rate and
a term premium. Ratherthan estimate the weights on future expected
funds rates, they assume the weights appropriateto a fixed discount
rate of 4 percent. Given this assumption, it is easy to decompose any
predictedchange in the marketrates into its two components. For example, to simulate the effects of an oil price shock undera counterfactual policy regime, they first specify an alternativepath for the federal
funds rate and calculate the change in the expectations componentof
interestrates implied by this modified behavior. With the time path of
the expectations componentof marketrates determined,they can then
traceout the impulseresponsesof each of the othervariables, including
the term premiumitself. Because the term premiumvaries even with
their rational expectations assumption, marketrates do not move one
for one with expectations.
Bernanke, Gertler, and Watson report a numberof policy experiments with their seven-variablemodel. They first show that the basic
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system incorporatingshort and long rates gives familiarpredictionsof
the responses of output and prices to a federal funds rate innovation.
The responseof marketrates is interesting:the shortratetermpremium
is significantlynegative immediatelyfollowing a funds rateinnovation,
indicatingthat shortrates respondless thanimplied by the expectations
hypothesis. This discrepancyquickly disappearsfor short term rates,
so that the expectationstheory seems to be a reasonableapproximation
of reality. However, expectationsaboutfutureshortrates explain relatively little of the movementin the ten-yeargovernmentbond rate, and
there is some evidence that the long rate "overreacts" to short rates.
The most extensive exercise is the decomposition of the impact of
oil shocks into directeffects and indirecteffects thatreflectendogenous
monetary policy. The authors provide a base case that includes tile
estimated endogenous response of monetarypolicy and two scenarios
intended to show how differently the economy would have performed
in the absence of the policy response to the oil shock. One of these
scenariosfollows the Sims-Zhaprocedure,simply setting the fundsrate
at the value that it would have had in the absence of the oil shock, with
the marketrates following in accord with the unconstrainedreducedformestimates. The second, "anticipatedpolicy," scenarioapplies the
authors'methodologydescribedabove. Short and long termpremiums
are assumed to respond as estimated, but the expectations component
of rates is made consistent with the counterfactualcourse of the federal
funds rate. Both scenarios exhibit the qualitativebehavior one might
expect in the absence of policy tightening-that is, higher paths for
output and price. The effects of induced policy seem large; in their
absence, most of the output loss from the oil shock disappears and
higher rates of inflationpersist instead of turningdown after a couple
of years, as they do in the base case. The two scenarios show roughly
similar departuresfrom the baseline. However, market interest rates
are systematically lower in the anticipatedpolicy scenario than in the
Sims-Zha scenario. When the endogenous response of the term premium is also shut down, so that marketrates do not respond at all to
the oil shock, endogenouspolicy is given less credit but is still responsible for two-thirds to three-fourthsof the total output decline. The
authorsfind similar results when they consider shocks to commodity
prices or outputratherthan to oil.
The authorsconductthese counterfactualsimulationsfor each of the
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three majoroil price shocks followed by recessions. They find that the
1974-75 decline in output is largely due to nonoil commodity prices,
which rose sharply before the recession, ratherthan to the oil price
shock. In contrast, the oil price shocks in 1979 and 1990 and their
associated endogenous policy responses do appearto explain the subsequent declines in output. In order to check the plausibility of their
findings, the authorscomparethe impulse response of the economy to
an oil shock and to a pure federal funds shock of a magnitude that
mimics the effect of the oil shock on rates. The response of output is
virtuallyidentical in the two scenarios. The authorssee this as support
for the view that policy responses are the dominantsource of the real
effects of an oil price shock.
The importancethat Bernanke,Gertler, and Watsonattributeto policy, once they recognize the impactof endogenouspolicy responses, is
in sharpcontrastto the small role thatthey andothersattributeto policy
innovationsalone. They conclude that analysts who focus only on policy innovations miss much of the contributionof monetarypolicy to
stabilizing the economy.
been puzzled by the scarcity of price
indexation in long-term contracts. History is replete with episodes in
which inflation or deflationhave wreakedhavoc by producingunforeseen and majorredistributionsof wealth between debtorsandcreditors.
In the post-World War II period inflationhas been pervasive and variable, and in most countriesthe public has displayeda strongantipathy
to it. Yet, except in a few countries with extreme experiences, people
have not taken the apparentlysimple expedientof tying their long-term
financialcommitmentsto a price index. In the thirdpaperof this issue
Robert Shiller briefly reviews the reasons why indexation might be
expected to be the normratherthan the exception, discusses its historical precedents, and reports on an extensive survey of individuals in
the United States andTurkey, two economies with quite differentinflationary histories, in an effort to illuminate the puzzling absence of
indexation.
It would be easy to understandthe absence of indexationif inflation
were predictable and stable. But, Shiller argues, throughouthistory
price levels have been notoriously unstableover long periods of time.
To illustratethis fact, he computes the standarddeviations of ten- and
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twenty-year changes in price levels for sixteen countries during the
postwarperiod. For the twenty-yearchange, half of the countrieshave
had standarddeviations of over 500 percent, with six over 10,000
percent. Even the United States-the countrywith the thirdleast variable price level, afterWest Germanyand Japan-has a standarddeviation of 60 percent. It does not take big surprisesin the annualinflation
rate to dramaticallychange the real value of a long-termcontract. The
power of compoundingmeans that a 2 percent higher average annual
rate of inflation lowers the real value of a twenty-yearbond by onethird at maturity. Inflation uncertaintyclearly makes long-term debt
very risky in real terms.
Shiller suggests that indexing is virtually costless and hence, given
historical experience and the entreatiesof a long list of distinguished
economists, he finds it puzzling that indexationhas not become commonplace. He briefly describes the limited experience with the indexation of long-termcontractsin the United States, where the first inflation-indexed federal governmentbonds were issued in January1997,
and describes the few short-lived private initiatives to issue similar
bonds. Indexationin laborcontractsappearsto wax and wane depending on the rate of inflation. And Shiller finds little indexationin other
private long-termcontracts, such as alimony, child support,or private
pensions. In his view, the U.S. experience is largely one of missed
opportunities.
Shiller sees Turkey as a naturalcandidateto complementhis study
of the United States. Inflationin Turkey has been highly variable and
has not been below 20 percentper year since the late 1970s. Although
indexation for long-term contracts is common in many countries that
have extremely high and variable inflation rates, in Turkey it is rare.
While in majorTurkishcities prices for real estate, apartmentrentals,
and the like are routinelyquoted in U.S. dollars or deutsche marks, in
small towns and ruralareas such prices are typically given in Turkish
lira. The Turkish government had never issued indexed debt before
1997. Nor is indexation importantin other types of contracts. Shiller
reports on interviews with divorce lawyers, bond dealers, and labor
union officials, who state that indexation is almost never used for alimony, child support,corporatebonds, or laborcontracts.Instead, debt
and labor contracts are for the short term, and the courts are used to
modify supportpayments, much as in the United States. Shiller's in-
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terviewees judged that dollarization is used in about 10 percent of
alimonyand child supportsettlements,particularlyfor the wealthy, but
thatcorporatebonds andlaborcontractsare never dollarized.They also
suggested that fluctuationin the exchange rate is one importantreason
why dollarizationis not common.
The centerpiece of Shiller's paper is a summaryand analysis of his
survey aimed at finding out public attitudesabout inflationand indexation. Shiller sent questionnairesto 800 individualsin the United States
and 400 in Turkey, all randomlyselected from local telephone books.
The response rateswere 38 percentfor the United States and 25 percent
for Turkey. A greatdeal of care went into survey design; early versions
of the questionswere refinedafterpreliminaryinformalinterviewingin
New Haven, Connecticut;and two different questionnaireswere used
for the U.S. sample, with differentorderingsof answers and, in some
cases, with different wording, to minimize the effect of framing.
The survey asks an array of questions intended to check out the
importanceof plausible explanations for the absence of indexed contracts. These include the inability of individualsto understandindexed
contractsand to do the mathematicsrequiredto make intelligent comparisonsbetween differenttypes of contract;mathanxiety and aversion
to complicatedcontracts;skepticismaboutthe accuracyof official price
indexes; exaggeratedbelief in the possibility of off-setting inflationby
substitutingless expensive for more expensive items; the absence of
risk aversion; inaccuratebeliefs about the magnitudeof inflationrisk;
misperceptionsaboutwho is hurtby inflation;and skepticismaboutthe
government'sbehaviorand the likelihood of its changing the rules.
Readerswill have differentviews aboutwhich of the rich tableauof
responses are most interestingor most surprising. For the most part,
there is a remarkablesimilarity between U.S. and Turkishresponses.
Shiller finds that most of those surveyed do not seem confused about
inflation or how indexation works, and do not have great difficulty in
making the calculationsnecessary to compareindexed with unindexed
plans. While there is a suggestion of money illusion on the partof some
respondents, a much more importantmisconceptionis underappreciation of the uncertaintyof inflation. Individualsgive low estimates of
inflationuncertaintyrelative to historicalvariation,particularlyin Turkey. Anotherinterestingtheme is that people tend to think of inflation
not as the cause of arbitraryredistributionsfrom creditorsto debtors,
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but as an event that harms virtually everyone. They seem to believe
that real incomes are eroded by high inflation, to the detriment of
debtors, creditors, firms, and individuals alike. Shiller suggests that
this may explain why it seems too muchto ask thatnoncustodialparents
automaticallyincrease child support payments if inflation picks up a
lot, and why workers find it reasonable that the real values of their
pensions decline with inflation.He observesthatthis belief is consistent
with experience; for fourteen of the sixteen countries he considers,
unusually high inflation is correlatedwith unusually low rates of real
outputgrowth. Respondentsalso tend to believe that price indexes are
not a reliable measureof how individualswill be affected by inflation,
particularlywhen it is high, and they have some mistrustof the government's constructionof such indexes. He concludes that the lack of
enthusiasmfor indexationhas no single cause, but that a wide variety
of thoughts about inflation lead to the belief that indexation is not a
good,idea.
Shiller is an unabashedproponentof indexationand provides a catalogue of ways in which the governmentcould promotepublic acceptance of indexed debt. The boldest would be to eliminate long-term
governmentnominal debt, replacing it entirely with indexed debt. He
believes thatif thatwere done, indexeddebt would become the standard
throughoutthe economy. Courts could routinely index alimony, child
support, and personal damage settlements, but Shiller believes that in
many of these cases it would be betterto index to an income aggregate
ratherthan to the CPI. Ironically, he does not see a strong case for
institutionalizingindexationin labormarkets,the one arenain the U . S.
private sector where formal indexation has at times been significant.
Nevertheless, he believes that government encouragement of most
forms of indexed contractcould lead to significantsocial benefits.
the press has been full of stories about corporatedownsizing andrestructuringand increasedforeign competition,all of which
are said to contributeto a decreasedsense of job securityon the partof
Americanworkers. Such heightenedanxiety aboutjob loss is consistent
with workers' actualearningsexperiences. While the typical workerin
the U.S. labor market has always experienced considerable year-toyear variationin earnings, earnings variationhas trendedup since the
early 1970s. Peter Gottschalkand RobertMoffitt (BPEA, 2:1994), for
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example, have estimatedthat the transitorycomponentof the earnings
of householdheads rose by more than40 percentfrom the 1970s to the
1980s. In the fourth paper of this issue Susan Dynarski and Jonathan
Gruberreexamine the evidence on earnings variationand estimate the
extent to which various mechanisms-including offsets from the incomes of otherhouseholdmembers,cushionsprovidedby tax andtransfer programs,and dissaving out of wealth-insulate consumptionfrom
shocks to the earnings of household heads. They regardthe consumption variation arising from earnings variation as the indicator of the
welfare loss of households.
The authorsbegin by reexaminingthe importanceof earnings variability during the period 1970 to 1991 for a nationally representative
sample of householdswith male heads aged twenty to fifty-nine. Drawing on the Michigan Panel Study of Income Dynamics (PSID), a longitudinal survey which follows a cross-section of families over time,
they extend the sample period used by Gottschalkand Moffittand shift
the focus to total labor earnings, ratherthan just wages and salaries.
To measurean individual'stransitoryearningsin a given year, Dynarski
and Gruberuse regressions for the household head's earnings that include time dummiesto remove variationsthatreflect aggregatefluctuations and a number of individual characteristics:education, martial
status and change in that status, change in family size and in the proportion of the family comprisedby children, and change in a measure
of family "food needs." Controllingfor these variablesis presumedto
remove the predictable changes in income over the individual's life
cycle, as well as changes in income that are permanent.The removal
of aggregatefluctuationsallows the authorsto focus on the smoothing
of idiosyncratic shocks. The residual from the estimated equation for
an individual is taken as a measureof that person's transitoryincome
in a particularyear;andthe meanof squaredresidualsacrossindividuals
is used as the measureof aggregatetransitoryvariationin a given year.
The authorsalso run the earnings equation including individual fixed
effects. Two findings from this analysis stand out. First, earnings variation has a strongcountercyclicalcomponent, with peaks in the recessions of the mid-1970s, the early 1980s, and the early 1990s. Second,
confirmingGottschalk and Moffitt's earlier findings, annual earnings
variationhas a strongupwardtrend;over the entireperiod, the variation
of the transitoryearningsof male heads of householdrose by 76 percent.
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How importantfluctuationsin the earningsof the head of household
are to household welfare depends not only on the magnitudeof those
fluctuationsbut also on the size of changes in taxes, transfers, and
unemploymentinsurance, changes in income from other members of
the household, and the availabilityof saving or borrowingto spreadthe
effects of income shocks across many periods. To estimate the combined effectiveness of these mechanisms in mitigating the effects of
shocks, the authorsdirectly estimate the response of changes in household consumptionto shocks to the head of household's income, including the variables that they use in estimating transitoryincome. The
inclusion of these variablesimplies that the coefficient on head's earnings itself should be interpretedas the response of consumption to
transitoryincome. Hence the authorstake a zero or small coefficient
on change in head's earnings as evidence that one or more of the
mechanismsfor smoothingconsumptionare important.If the response
of consumption is small, the growing variation of transitory earnings in recent years may, in fact, have little impact on the welfare of
households.
DynarskiandGruberrecognizethattheirmeasureof transitoryincome
does not achieve a clean distinctionbetween transitoryand permanent
variationsin income. If shocks to the level of income are transitory,the
errorsin the authors'differencedequationshouldbe negativelycorrelated.
If, however,errorsin the differencedequationare independentover time,
the authors' estimates of transitoryincome correspondto permanent
changes in the level of income and their effects on the lifetime budget
constraintof the householdwouldbe muchlarger.But they arguethatthis
ambiguityis unimportant,since they look directlyat the consequencesfor
consumptionof earningsfluctuations.
The authorsmakeuse of two datasourcesto estimatethe consumption
responseto transitoryearnings:the PSID, which includesa set of highqualityindicatorsof earningsand laborforce attachment,but has limited
informationon householdconsumption;and the Bureauof LaborStatistics's ConsumerExpenditureSurvey(CEX), which containsa morecomplete accountingfor consumption,but has samplesfor only two points in
time. Earningsreportedin such recall surveys include substantialmeasurementerror.In the case of the PSID, for example, it is estimatedthat
15 to 30 percentof the cross-sectionalvariationin earningsand 20 to 25
percentof variationin firstdifferencesof earningsis measurementerror.
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Such errors lead to a downward bias in ordinary least squares estimates
of the response of consumption to income, and hence to an overestimate
of the extent to which households can shield their consumption from
earnings fluctuations. The authors deal with this difficulty by means of an
instrumental variable technique, which only uses the variation in current
earnings that can be predicted by a variable that is independent of the
measurement error. Their instrumentalvariable is the change in "imputed
earnings," calculated as the number of hours worked in the previous year
times the current wage rate. They argue that change in this variable is
likely to be a good instrument, with errors uncorrelated with the errors in
the change in current earnings.
The authors' results suggest that households are able to shelter consumption significantly from adverse shocks to the head's earnings. In the
case of the PSID, the response of both food and housing (the two available
consumption variables) to changes in the head of household's earnings is
quite small. The combined elasticity is only 5 percent using ordinary least
squares. Estimates using instrumental variables are larger, but still imply
a total elasticity of less than 20 percent. Allowing for fixed individual
household effects makes little difference. Using the CEX data, which
cover a much wider range of consumption items, leads to broadly similar
conclusions, but some interesting details emerge. The instrumental variable estimates of elasticities for food and housing are somewhat smaller
than for the PSID, and the elasticities for medical care and insurance,
vehicle maintenance and fuel, utilities, and entertainmentare smaller still.
The main surprise is the low estimate for entertainment. In accord with
expectations, the authors find for both data sets that the elasticity of
expenditures on food away from home is significantly greater than the
elasticity of demand for food at home.
In contrast to the low elasticities for expenditures on most nondurables,
the CEX data show that durable expenditures, comprising only 11 percent
of consumption on average, have a larger absolute response than all nondurables taken together. For the instrumental variables estimates, the implied elasticity is eight times larger than it is for nondurables. The authors
note that this result conforms to the view that a portion of durables purchases should be regarded as saving, providing future consumption of
durable good services. Hence the variation in current consumption and
utility is overstated by the change in current expenditures.
Dynarski and Gruber recognize that their own measure of transitory
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income may include some permanent components. They observe that
changes in hours are more likely to be transitory than changes in wage
rates. Therefore they rerun their equations using these two sources of
earnings variation as explanatory variables. For the PSID sample, the
results show a striking difference between the two components, in accord
with their priors. The response of food and housing consumption to wages
is much larger than their response to hours. For the CEX data, the results
are less clear. Food and housing, in fact, respond more to hours than to
wages. However, both aggregate nondurables and durables have a larger
response to wages, and overall the authors believe that the presumption
that wage changes have a larger permanentcomponent is confirmed. They
find it striking, however, that even in the case of wage variation, most of
earnings variation is smoothed: consumption changes by less than 30 cents
for each dollar change in earnings from this source.
How important are the various potential sources of smoothing? Both
the PSID and the CEX measure the wife's labor earnings and provide
either observations on taxes and transfers or the information necessary to
calculate them. This enables the authors to directly estimate the response
of each to changes in the head's earnings. As in the consumption equations, change in head's earnings is instrumented by imputed income.
Dynarski and Gruber find relatively little offset for lost earnings of the
head through increased earnings of the wife, but find that transfers and
taxes are important. The PSID data indicate that changes in government
transfer income off-set about 12 percent of earnings variation, and taxes,
including both income and payroll taxes, off-set about 35 percent of
earnings variation. The CEX estimates are somewhat smaller: 5 percent
and 26 percent, respectively. Taken together with the authors' estimates
of the consumption response, these findings imply that 25 to 40 percent
of the year-to-year changes in the head of household's earnings is
smoothed by household saving; if durable goods expenditures are regarded
as saving, the smoothing attributedto saving is about 15 percent greater.
Variations in the household head's earnings that arise from unemployment may be harderfor households to smooth than variations arising from
other sources, both because unemployment is likely to have a large effect
on earnings and because it may be unplanned, resulting from involuntary
rather than voluntary separation. To explore this possibility, the authors
use unemployment as an instrument for earnings in their consumption
equations. Lacking data that distinguishes layoffs from quits and infor-
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mation about unemployment duration, they use a dummy for the transition
from employment to unemployment for a sample of households where,
ex ante, the head appears to be regularly employed and where the spell of
unemployment is so long that it is not likely to have been planned. Using
this constructed variable, they find that for most components of consumption the results are similar to those for general downward movements in
earnings. Curiously, the estimated effect on durable goods expenditures
is substantially smaller than the earlier estimates. The authorsalso examine
how unemployment-related changes in earnings are off-set by spousal
income, taxes, and transfers. Their only consistent finding is that unemployment insurance off-sets more of earnings variation from this source
than most previous research has estimated. From 50 to 55 percent of each
dollar of earnings loss due to unemployment is compensated by increased
income flows, and only 20 to 25 percent of each dollar loss is reflected in
dissaving.

How plausible is the proposition that households have sufficient wealth
to provide this amount of smoothing? By matching households in the
PSID and CEX samples with households from the Census Bureau's Survey
of Income and Program Participation for the two years that contain information on asset holding and net worth, Dynarski and Gruber show that
the median household has liquid assets equal to about 35 percent of the
income loss from an unemployment spell, and that 36 percent of households have assets that are greater than their entire income loss. If one
includes illiquid assets, wealth appears more than adequate to finance the
degree of consumption smoothing that they estimate.
Even though the median household appears to have sufficient wealth to
cover a substantial fraction of the income loss from unemployment, many
households do not, and these might be expected show much larger reductions in consumption when the household head becomes unemployed.
Grouping the households into three categories of educational attainmenthigh school dropouts, high school graduates, and college graduates-the
authors find dramatic differences in wealth and hence, presumably, the
capacity to smooth adverse income shocks. The median household headed
by a high school dropout with a job separation has gross liquid assets
amounting to only 5 percent of the resulting income loss; by contrast, the
median household headed by a college graduate has gross liquid assets of
1.2 times the income loss, and over three-quartersof these household have
total assets greater than 25 percent of the income loss. Thus education
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may serve as a good proxy for wealth. When the authors estimate the
consumption response to unemployment by educational group for the
PSID, they find that the effects are much larger among households headed
by high school dropouts, whereas there is essentially no effect of such
shocks on the consumption of the highly educated. Using the CEX, the
results for nondurables expenditures are similar, but somewhat muted.
However, there is an enormous difference in the response of durables
purchases across household types: there is essentially no change in purchases by households headed by the college educated and a drop of over
50 cents on the dollar for households headed by high school dropouts.
The finding that the typical household is especially able to smooth
earnings shocks arising from variation in hours suggests that, for the entire
economy, consumption variation should be less cyclical than income variation,. Dynarski and Gruber find that this is so. However, they also find
some anomalous results for the aggregate. Most striking, the growth in
earnings instability over time is much lower for the college educated than
for lower educational groups, yet the growth in consumption variation is
much greater for the college educated. This, along with somewhat different timing in the change in aggregate income and consumption variation,
leads the authors to conclude that the upward trends in both earnings and
consumption variation are not causally related.
Dynarski and Gruber believe that their findings raise important issues
for policy design. It is clear that the tax and transfer system plays an
important role in consumption smoothing, in particular, for the unemployed. Any reform of the system should be attentive to this role. Second,
while government insurance is helpful, it is far from sufficient to off-set
the differential abilities of households to smooth consumption. For a substantial part of the population, the costs of even transitory earnings loss
are likely to be severe.
PRICE Index (CPI), published monthly by the BuCONSUMER
reau of Labor Statistics (BLS), is at the center of discussions about
monetary policy and is used to adjust many private contracts and government programs for inflation. At the federal government level, the
brackets of the personal income tax and the payments under social
security and other retirement programs are indexed to the CPI. In recent
years, a number of economists have questioned whether the procedures
used by BLS in computing the CPI adequately capture quality changes
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in goods and services, including the quality changes inherent in new
products, and whether they properly allow for the substitutions that
consumers make in the goods and services that they buy. If, as this
questioning suggests, the CPI has a substantial bias, it is not a suitable
guide for policy and provides inappropriate adjustments of contracts for
inflation. Last year, the Advisory Commission to Study the Consumer
Price Index, which was formed in response to these concerns, presented
its final report, in which it estimated that the CPI has had an upward
bias averaging 1. 1 percent a year. While there is agreement about some
sources of bias identified in the report, and the BLS is already making
efforts to correct them, there is much less agreement about the 0.6
percent a year that was estimated to come from insufficient quality
adjustment. In the fifth paper of this volume, Brent Moulton and Karin
Moses first appraise the advisory commission's estimates of quality
bias and then analyze the quality allowances implicit in the BLS procedures for replacing items in the monthly surveys that provide the raw
price data for the CPI.
The commission estimated that for nineteen out of twenty-seven CPI
item categories, price increases were overstated because quality change
was underestimated. Moulton and Moses observe that the information
the commission brought to bear in making these estimates differed
widely across categories. In six of the nineteen categories, it reviewed
existing studies of bias for specific items and drew inferences about
related items in the category. In another four categories, it conducted
original research or presented back-of-the-envelope calculations of
likely bias. In the other nine categories, it simply described potential
sources of bias and offered estimates of their magnitudes. The authors
summarize the commission's estimates for all twenty-seven categories
and discuss a number of them in detail, explaining why they find some
persuasive but are doubtful of others.
which includes home elecFor two major components-appliances,
tronics, and medical care-Moulton and Moses accept the commission's conclusion of upward bias arising from inadequate allowance for
quality changes. They regard the commission's estimates for personal
computers, television, video equipment, and related items as well documented and note that the BLS is improving the sampling of new
products and developing hedonic methods to adjust for quality in these
areas. They also agree that BLS methods are likely to underestimate
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quality improvements in medical care, although they are wary of the
commission's estimates of the bias for this category because they were
based largely on extrapolation from studies of only two medical conditions. They note that the BLS has recently changed its methods to
address some of the issues in pricing medical care, but add that difficult
measurement issues remain and will continue to be the subject of BLS
research.
The authors criticize the commission's estimates of bias in several
other categories. The commission attributes a bias of 20 percent in the
pricing of fresh fruits and vegetables over the period 1967-96 to the
failure of the CPI to properly value increased seasonal availability and
variety. The authors provide their own model, based on assumed price
elasticities, to show that the increased consumption of new seasonal
items would have to be implausibly large to be consistent with such a
high bias estimate. For the shelter category, which has a huge weight
(28 percent) in the overall CPI, they use detailed information, such as
changes in apartment size, to question the commission's estimate of a
0.25 percent a year bias in prices. In fact, they conclude that a small
downward bias is more likely. For new vehicles, the commission estimates a bias of 0.6 percent a year, based on treating the entire increase
in the lifespan of cars as an unmeasured quality improvement. The
authors note that many improvements that are related to durability have
been explicitly accounted for, so that allowing separately for increased
lifespan would double count some amount of quality changes.
In the apparel category, Moulton and Moses question the commission's reliance on Robert Gordon's study of Sears catalogue prices to
estimate CPI bias. They note that the catalogue study only measures
price changes for items that remain identical from year to year, whereas
CPI research finds that price changes are correlated with the introduction of new fashions or varieties. Gordon's methodology essentially
attributes all price increase associated with the introduction of new
fashion lines to quality improvement. As evidence that this effect is
important, they observe that Gordon's price index for women's apparel,
where fashion changes are most common, did not change from 1984 to
1993, although the indexes for men's, boys,' and girls' clothing rose
between 14 and 17.5 percent over the period. The authors also provide
evidence that the commission overstates the quality effects arising from
the introduction of credit card machines at gas pumps and from the
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delay in bringing cellular phones into the CPI sample. In the latter case,
they apply demand elasticity estimates from Jerry Hausman to the consumer expenditure share of cellular phones to calculate a bias of about
0.02 percent a year in the overall CPI from this delay. In their view,
the fact that ignoring one of the most important new products in recent
years biased the CPI by only this amount casts doubt on many of the
larger numbers in the commission's report.
In the overall scheme of collecting monthly price data for the CPI,
changes in the items sampled take place through three distinct avenues.
Essentially new items, such as video-cassette recorders and cellular
phones, that do not readily fit existing item categories, are usually
introduced during the major revisions of the CPI, when market basket
weights for all items are recalculated and item classifications are revised. Between major revisions, one-fifth of individual items and outlets are scheduled to be replaced each year by regular sample rotation.
And on an unscheduled but frequent basis, items that become unavailable to data collectors from one month to the next are replaced by item
replacement procedures. In the second half of their paper, Moulton and
Moses describe the item replacement procedures used by the BLS and
estimate how much quality change has been implicit in their application.
Their analysis does not encompass the sample changes that take place
with regular sample rotation, where there is little presumption of quality
change, nor with the introduction of essentially new items in major
revisions.

Item replacement is quantitatively important. Each month, some
80,000 sample prices are collected, providing the raw data for that
month's CPI. But about 30 percent of the items that were due to be in
the sample throughout a given year become unavailable at a particular
outlet and are replaced with items deemed to be similar by the data
collector. On the basis of information about the replacement item, one
of several available procedures is used to introduce it into the CPI
calculations. The choice of procedure determines the implicit quality
change that accompanies the replacement. To take the simplest case, if
a replacement item is deemed not to be identical to the item it replaces,
a procedure may be chosen that ignores all of the difference between
the last price of the old item and the price of the new item when it
enters the sample. In this case, all of the observed price difference is
implicitly taken to be quality change and no price change is recorded
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in the CPI. In general, some portion of the observed price difference is
treated as an implicit quality change and the remainder appears in the
CPI as a price change in that month.
By examining the actual raw price data collected for old and replacement items and which procedure was applied to each replacement item,
Moulton and Moses tabulate how much of the price difference observed
in the raw data was treated as quality change and so ignored in calculating the CPI. Two final steps in their analysis are important to their
quantitative results. First, in addition to aggregating over all observations, they also aggregate over subsets of observations truncated to
remove outliers-that is, raw price changes that appear to be too large
to represent quality change in an item and may instead arise from an
inappropriate substitution of a dissimilar item by the data collector.
They consider two truncations: eliminating all observations when a raw
price increases or decreases by a factor of 5 or more or by a factor of
2 or more. Second, in processing the raw data they use both arithmetic
aggregation, which parallels the procedure used in aggregating price
changes in the CPI, and logarithmic aggregation, which, under many
assumptions about the generation of the data, is more appropriate for
measuring quality effects captured by BLS procedures.
The authors present an extensive analysis of data for 1995 and also
report some results from earlier studies based on data for 1983 and
1984. For 1995, using all the data and arithmetic aggregation, they
calculate that BLS procedures for item replacement led to the CPI rising
by 1.76 percent less than it would have if all of the recorded price
difference on replacement items had been recorded as price change in
the CPI.
To answer the different question-how much quality change is implicitly being allowed for by these procedures?-the authors reason that
calculations using the truncated data to remove outliers or using logarithmic aggregation may be more appropriate. Outliers may well arise
from inappropriate substitutions, which should not be counted as quality
change. This problem is minimized with logarithmic aggregation, since
with many observations, large positive and negative outliers should
roughly cancel out. With arithmetic aggregation, their estimates of the
quality change allowed for are 1. 10 percent and 0.54 percent, using the
less and more stringently truncated samples, respectively. With logarithmic aggregation, their estimates of quality change allowed for are
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0.44 percent with the full sample, and 0.40 percent and 0.28 percent
with the two truncated samples. Though the range is substantial, each
of these estimates indicates that BLS procedures for item replacement
have been capturing a noticeable amount of quality change in the market
basket that makes up the CPI. However, these calculations do not
address the issues raised in the first part of the paper, which concern
the possibility of significant bias from other aspects of the methodology
that the Bureau of Labor Statistics uses to calculate the CPI.
over the years has been
PERFORMANCE
ECONOMIC
volatile, even by Latin American standards. It has enjoyed extended
periods of rapid growth and has also stagnated for long stretches. It has
long accommodated double-digit annual inflation rates, but has also
experienced destabilizing bouts of hyperinflation. On many occasions,
Brazilian governments have tried special stabilization plans aimed at
curbing runaway inflation while maintaining growth. Most recently, the
Real Plan of 1994 has brought inflation down from triple-digit rates in
1993-94 to expected single-digit rates this year, while continuing real
expansion of the economy. In the sixth paper of this issue, Rudiger
Dornbusch examines Brazil's past performance, assesses the potentials
and risks of the Real Plan, and suggests how Brazil can improve its
growth prospects.
Dornbusch's historical review emphasizes the bouts of inflation in
Brazil's past and its governments' attempts to deal with them. Thoroughgoing indexation of wages and price contracts, promoted both by
law and by long practice, is a central feature of the economy. It normally makes inflation easy to live with, but also makes it very costly
to bring inflation under control when it becomes disruptive. This has
led Brazilian economists to seek "heterodox" policies that would coordinate a stop to the wage-price spiral through incomes policies, while
simultaneously controlling demand. liowever, in Dornbusch's view,
Brazil's low pain threshold is another key feature of the economy and
it explains why heterodox programs such as the Cruzado Plan of 1986
and its numerous successors failed. Rather than applying restrictive demand policies to reinforce incomes policies, policymakers saw the initial
respite provided by the incomes policies as occasions to stimulate demand.
Against this background, the Real Plan avoided reliance on an incomes policy and instead created the real as a new currency linked to
BRAZIL'S
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the dollar. At the outset, wages were converted to reais at a level that
required no catchup to past price inflation, and were indexed to inflation
going forward. This, together with an initial appreciation of the real,
abruptly stopped the triple-digit inflation. Many dimensions of economic performance have since improved, and the new policies have
been politically popular. Inflation has continued to slow, with the consumer price index rising by only 10 percent in 1996. Real output has
grown and real wages have risen rapidly, especially for the poorest
workers. In a country with extreme disparities between rich and poor,
the ratio of the wages of the richest 10 percent to those of the poorest
10 percent dropped from 72 to 49 between 1993 and 1995, reversing
the trend toward growing inequality that had persisted since the 1960s.
While applauding these achievements, Dornbusch finds other aspects
of Brazil's economic performance troublesome. A sizable real appreciation of the currency heads his list of concerns. He warns that worldwide, large real appreciations have almost invariably ended in external
crises when events have hampered the rollover of debt and the ability
to finance current account deficits. Just how much appreciation has
occurred and how much is tolerable are both matters of dispute. Estimates of the extent of Brazil's real appreciation differ widely, depending on what measure is used. Dornbusch cites a number of alternatives,
ranging from a modest 6 percent by taking the industrial price index
for Sao Paulo relative to Brazil's trading partners, to near 50 percent
by comparing the rise in the ratio of consumer prices to wholesale prices
in Brazil, a ratio often taken as a proxy for the price ratio of nontradables to tradables.
He also notes that although Brazil has started on economic reforms,
it still has a long way to go. Many of these reforms would require real
depreciation in order to sustain employment growth. Capital markets
and foreign trade have already been substantially liberalized, and imports and capital inflows have expanded. Other reforms, such as privatization, firm restructuring, and government downsizing, could eventually improve productivity and permit higher real wages. But, as with
trade reform, they are likely to require lower real wages in the short
run in order to reemploy the workers released by the reforms and the
rise in imports.

Dornbusch is also concerned that, under the Real Plan, Brazil's
expansion has been driven by too much consumption. To help curb
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inflation, the government has allowed real interest rates to rise to very
high levels. This has encouraged capital inflows, but investment as a
share of GDP remains relatively low. The current account deficit, which
was modest to start with, is growing and is projected to reach 5 percent
of GDP in 1998.
Dornbusch offers a colorful description of the conflict faced by policymakers who have the social objectives of high real wages and employment levels but are constrained by the size of the sustainable foreign
deficit-a conflict that may soon, if not already, confront policymakers
in Brazil. He describes an outcome that meets the external constraint
with full employment but an unacceptably low real wage and labels it
the IMF equilibrium. An outcome with full employment and a high real
wage he calls the Latin equilibrium, because it involves overborrowing
to evade (for a time) the foreign deficit constraint. And he sees a
temporary retrenchment that maintains a high real wage but accepts
unemployment for a time as typical of the year before an election, just
before an expansion starts. For Brazil, he envisages two potential alternative responses: trade protection or borrowing in the hope that time
will somehow resolve the conflict, perhaps through a surge in productivity that reconciles real wages and competitiveness.
Despite his misgivings about the present course of policy, Dornbusch
does not expect Brazil to suffer the fate that befell Mexico when the
peso became overvalued. Rather, he fears that Brazil may muddle
through for an extended period when it could instead be fostering rapid
growth. Such growth would follow from policies that encouraged more
saving and investment and less consumption; a lower real exchange
rate, even if this invited somewhat more inflation than at present; and
continued free market reforms to enhance competitiveness and encourage productivity growth.

